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Hoff,. -takes Making a difference purpose of fair

oftiCe

various participants are Amnesty InterQuilty said service has been Hoff's
nationa I, The Diocesan Catholic "calling card." Hoff has spent his life
Children's Home, YMCA Protection making a difference in the lives of othThe Xavier Newswire
from Abuse Programs, Bethesda Hos- ers.
Hoff has taught ethics courses at
The 3rd annual "Careers that Make oitals, U.S. Department of Labor, the
a Difference" fair seeks to provide an Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation Creighton University and served as
awareness of job opportunities that and the Internal Revenue Service. A actingdeanoftheirSchoolofMedicine.
make a difference. Also, it will help wide variety of majors is targeted.
When Hoff learned he would be
Xavier students secure part-time, fullThe purpose is to introduce Xavier's Xavier's 33rd president, he said, "My
. timeorsummerpositions. Internship~ students and others to human services hope, my goal is that the eduication
''are~a~a~!~.bJ.~ ~lsq'.:_,~;":.~ .,_. .i_':;:s:\. {.c ..;-: '···,-,:'11~/a'i_1q;sqcial cJ:iangdieldsJl}rot,ig~ me<+ :: provided_<lt Xa. vigr d_evcl_ops graduates
The event is spm)sored by Career' . iilgs with' erii'ployees and rcpresenfo~ . \Vith the iritellectual; spiritirnl arid moral .•
Planning and Placement (CP&P), Prci-· tivcs of community service agencies.
principles needed to make a difference
grams in Peace and Justice and the
-·Carol Qtiilty, CP&P and an orga- in society."
. .
·
Office ofStudentDevelopment.
nizer of the fair, said the day wiH pro- · Participantsareencouraged to bring ·
It is the belief of these groups and vidc opportunities students haven't theirresumesand be prepared tointerthe36participatingorganizationsthat considered before.
. .
.
view.
·
you don't have to choose between
Another feature of the day is the
The fair will be 3-5:30 p.m. on Frimaking a·better living and making a keynote~ddres~, by~ev.JamesE. Hoff, day, inthe O'Connor Sports Center.
S.J., president of Xavier as of March 1. Hoff will deliver his keynote address at
better world, you can do both.
The participating organizations are This will be his first official act as presi- 2 p.in.
·
social service agencies, hospitals and dent and it dem~nstr_ates his commitFor more information, call CP&P,
x3116or the Dorothy Day House,x3046.
service organizations. Among the 30 ment regarding service to others.
·By Molly Sullivan

By Kathy Oshel

The Xav_ier Newswire
Thisfriday,Xavierwelcomesits33rd
presidentintooffice,Rev.JarnesE.Hoff,
S.J.
.
,
.·
.
.
"J'.~ther..H~ff:is. the ~ai:- we have
been pu~sui!igJrof.ri ~lj~ ~ginning of

, .· ... ·our~search~~~fsaidlMichael:J:~Gonaton,"';
interim-presidentandchairof the BOard
of Trustees: .''We like his style, his
record and. his priorities;'~ .
.
Hoff has been' at Creighton Univer:..
sityforthepastl5years; He.wasacting.
deanof~reightori'sSchoolofMedicirie
·for two.years and vice ·president of
university relations since 19.84. ·
At visits to Xavier, Hoff stressed
5everalthings:theceritTalityofstudents
andtheteachingmission;thespiritand
character of the Jesuiteducational traqition and its availab~lity to a wide
spectrum of stu·

.Crew rowing th,rough rough waters

ment Associatio1ls budget, an election that is allocated to clubs, especially in
of new officers, a review of Crew's its usage."
The Xavier Newswire
cons ti tu ti on:
"Our recommendations for the Crew
"In my opinion, everything was team to the Vice PresidentlJohn Kucia I
On Wednesday, FebruarY6, a rep- blown out of proportion. Xnvier stu- .• were. not as hnrsh." said Jim Ray, di·. resentative from the Crew club and a dents' tuition money was being used to rectorofRecreational Sports, and Elaine
special~enateinvcstigationcommittee pay for basically a vacation. It is not Todero, assistant director of Recremet to discuss· the .allegations mnde fair," said Senator Rich Mizak. "The ational Sports.
against the Crew club. ·
punishment for the Crew club was fair.
"One thing Senate failed to mention
···These allegations include the use of · It was not too harsh or too lenient. The before they voted was that the money
$410.50 to purchase a plane ticket to punishment was just for the offense."
used to send our coxswain to the Head
Boston for a Northen Kentucky Uni. GaryWahoff,presidentofCrew,said, of the Charles was moi1ey that was
versity stude1)t,.who is an officer on "Rich Mizak stated in the $enate meet-. ,_raised by the team in an outside
dents; and,XaVier's need for greater Crew, to attend a regatta .. Also, the. ing that Crew sent its best coxswain on fundraising effort, it was not money
resources... •· . . .·
.
.
Crew club had appointed officers that a vacation. IfRich Mizak knew the facts allocated to us by SCA," said Wahoff.
.
he would have known that our best
"lsupportSenate'.sdecision. It's too
"Students should be able to think were NKU students.
critically, analy~e arid judge. They ·.. After two.hour debate, the Stu- coxswainwasco.xingaboatintheHead badsomethinglikethishadtohappen,"
· · should hav.e a §ense of history and of dent Government Association Special of the Charles (regatta J, far from a vaca- _said Sarah Petit, legislative vice presi.how the seiences fim~tioll~: whap_hey ::InvestigationComn:titteedecided upon · tion."
dent and chair of the investigations
do, and how they contribute. to life/' recoinmeridatioris for the Xavier Crew .·
Senator Jeff Miller, who supported committee. "Senators are student repsaidHoff. ·• · ·• : . ,
~· dub: .The recommendation is list of . the· decision; said, "The reason for the resentatives for this money, and if they
. · Hoff.!;aid•he erijoys.-1.>eing with · punishmeritswhkhwillbecari-iedout controversy in this situation is that. finq that money is misused, then it's
people. "My habitiSto~llow the people : agairisfthe' Crew· tearn. These punish~ moriey allocated to Crew by the Senate. their job as Senators to represent the
·I am worki~g with, to stop in and visit · men ts include a one year probation, was used inappropriately. The reason · students so that infractions or misuses ·
them and.strike upa friendship with: non-favored club status,a·reimburse- for the punishment of the Crew team is. do not occur. And, it's also their job to
them."
·
·
inentof$410.50totheStudentGovem- that Senate must safeguard the money
- -_continued on page 4
By Deena Calabrese
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Zen· master offers mini-course
By Dan Sinnott, n.S.J.
Contributing writer
Multiple choice:
a) You are evenly matched
with your racquetball partner.
Toward the end of the third
game, you are finding it hard
to stay tense and concentrate
on each shot. The ball pops
out of a corner in the direction for which you aren't
ready. Pop again. You've
blasted the ball back into the
corner, keeping the volley
alive. How did you reach
that unreachable shot and
placeitsoperfectly? It seemed
like someone else must have
done it?
b) You are hiking with
some friends in the Red River
Gorge. As you rise out of a
canyon to crest a hill, your
face is met with a breeze. You
pause to notice the spinning
leaves of a birch tree beside
the path. You hearbreathing
and realize it is you catching
your breath from the steep
climb. Breeze, face, birch,
breath unite in a single moment.
c) You are sitting on a
cushion in the sixth floor of
Kuhlman Hall. A stout Oriental man in a black robe sits
. motionless at the front of two
rows of cushion seated students. The room is silent.
Your mind is demanding,
"Why am I doing this? What
is this?" You notice your
breath pass in and out th~
end of your nose. Again,
"What is this?"
·
d) All of the above.
Question: What is Zen?
d) all of the above. We usually don't notice this mind at
work because it is drowned
out by the nearly constant
monologue of "Me. My.
Mine." The examples of hiking and sports arc common
moments of simple awareness. Zen meditation practice
has dedicated itself to recovering this simple mind.

With the visit of Keido
Fukushima Roshi to Xavier'
University and Cincinnati, we
have a unique opportunity to
meet and learn from a man
who has dedicated his life to
seeing the nature of our
everday inind.
Meeting him will help you
more with the question "What
is Zen?" thana multiple choice
test will. Strong Zen teachers
surprise us with their simplicity and directness.
Many questions follow this
firstquestion: Whatisthevalue
of Zen Buddhism in today's
world? What will a one day
retreat offer a new student (beside sore knees)? Consider the
Roshi's own words spoken in
an interview in Time on December 18, 1989:
"The ultimate point of Zen
practice is not getting away
from the world, but in coming
back. Zen Buddism is not just
a matter·of gaining enlightenment; it's a matter of acting ina
world of love and compassion."·
.
"Modern man is so caught
up in going forward that if he
spends even a single night in a
rnonastcry,heisforced tostop,
and that is a big experience for
most people. When you are

hurryingalong,there'snopoin
of the world that you canno
sec. Zen teaches us that i
order to find ourselves, we'v ·
got to stop."
While here at Xavier, Rosh·
will invite us to "stop" wit
him at these scheduled events
Japanese Zen calligraph
demonstration, 10:30-11 :3
a.m. on Friday in CBA 5.
Zen Practice in Daily Life,
p.m. on· Friday in CBA 1. Fre
practicum and discussion fo
students, faculty and staff.
Is Peace Possible? A Zet
Perspective, 7:30-9 p.m .. 01
Friday in Kelly Auditorium i
Alter Hall. Free and open t
the public.
Zen Workshop, 9 a.m. Sat
urday-noon on Sunday it
Kuhlman Hall, sixth floor. Zet
meditation practice for ne
and experienced students
Meals included. Bring medi
tationcushion and sleeping ba
for staying the night Adult
$30, students $20. Financia
aid available.
Second calligraphy dem
onstration, 2 p.m., Sunday
Cincinnati Art Museum. Res
ervations must be made it
advance. Phone 721-5204
Public $2, members free.

CHOICES II

Drug
Awareness
Week
Monday, March 4
"Prevention Rock", noon1 p.m. in the Downunder
with Dan Gilliam.
· Movie: "Drugstore
Cowboy" at 8 p.m. in
Husman Lobby starring Matt
Dillon and Kaelly Lynch.
Tuesday, March 5
Movie: "Drugstore
Cowboy" at 8 p.m. in
Brockman-Tucker Lounge.
Starring Matt Dillon and
Kaelly Lynch.
Wednesday, March 6
Movie: "Dr~gstore
Cowboy" at 8 p.m. in the
Kuhlman TV Lounge.
Starring Matt Dillon and
Kaelly Lynch.
"Let's Talk" David
Fabreymo, founder of the
Holistic Health Center, will
speak on Homeopathy at 7
p.m. in the Commuter
Lounge. .
·
Thursday, March 7
Breaking the Rules/
Healing the Pain: A
Codependency Workshop
with Norma Jean Wilkes.
From 4-5 p.m. in the Ohio
Room.

BACCHUS Presents:
Play It Safe With Natural
Highs

Fukushima Keido Roshi, of Tofuku-ji Monastery, Kyoto, /apan.
Kujushima Roshi is the quintessential Zen teacher.

CORRECTION
'

.

. In theFebruaryBissi.reofTheXavierNewswirea picture was
run of the Romero Center, and was mistakenly called the
International Student Society House. However, this is the
International Stude11ts Center. ATso, the caption misrepresented the purpose of the hearts. The primary purpose of the
hearts is to show support for international students who may
have family and friends in the Persian Cu If. The hearts are also
others in theXaviercommunity who may
to show support
have family or friends in the Gulf. The Newswire is very sc)rry
for any inconvenience these errors may have caused.

for

Monday-Friday 11 :30 a.m. 1:30 p.m. in the University
Center
Monday- Dan Cahill from
King's Island
Tuesday- Phyllis Eid from
IMAGO, Livng in Harmony
with the Planet Earth
Wednesday-Frank Meyer
from the Mind Spa Drug Free
Relaxation Methods
Thursday- Randy Brunner,
alternative music
Friday- Danne Dunworth
from Enjoy the Arts
Sponsors: Alcohol and
Drug Education Committee,
Athletics Department,
BACCHUS, Chrysler Corporation, Health and Counseling Center, Residence Life,
Safety and Security and
Sorrento Pizza and Restaurant.
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Media and the war: the;battle

DATE RAPE

mied by presidents in office.
• •• And other issues will be discussed lhis
By-Kathy Oshel
Aquino hopes the press is·not Thursday. February 28. at 4:00 pm. in Husman BaseThe Xavier Newswire
being neutrnl and is doing their
menl lounge. Help prevent elate rape on Xavier's
job.
·
campus!! Laura Wilson. from Cincinnali's Women
Jim Lunken, a Saddam Helping Women program, wm be on hand lo discuss
"The Gulf War: The Media
Hussein impersonater at the
any concerns sluclenls may have. Pizza will be served
Battle" was the title for an inmeeting, asked if the press was
al 5:00 pm., anct door prizes will be clislribulecl. For
formal discussion conducted
goingtoallow the U.S.governmore infomrnlion, call Officer Marianne Duncan at the
last Wednesday. The questions
mcnt tocontinucdemonization
Xavier Safelv and Securilv Office al 745-1000.
posed to five panelists dealt
or are they going to bring peace.
with whether the meFlorez
andia was adding to tenswered saying
sions, if the media was
it is not their
neutral and how the
problem
to
media could promote
bring peace, but
just and lasting peace.
translate facts
William Burleigh,
to
people.
executive vice presi- ·
rvlarch i 6th & i 7th
Florez went on
dent · of Scripps
to say, "When
there is censorSaturday 11:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m. • Sunday 11:00 a.m.·6:00 p.m.
Howard, said one
ship facts are
The Cincinnati Area's Finest Arts Show
purpose of the media
cut and tainted
with Artists from Across the Nation
was. to be a transmitter of information so
and it's hard to
Displaying Their Best Two & Three Dimensional Works
free men could comget people to
for the Discriminating Lover of the Visual Arts!
municate
freely.
makeinformed
CINCINNATI
GARDENS EXHIBIT HALL
. photo by Ellen Bird
Burleigh went on to
Saddam Hussein impersonater,jim Lunken.
decisions."
The Cincinnati Gardens Exhibit Hall is located 7 miles north of down·
say media should
Bur I e i g h
town Cincinnati on Seymour Ave., just east of Reading Road (US 42).
provide objective information
Exit at Vine Street (Hwy. 4) from 1-75 south to Seymour. then east.
"We, in media, interpret ex- said everyone has.a right to
to free people, but today me- perience and share it with oth- work toward peace, however
Take the Norwood cutoff lrorn 1-71 lo Reading Road. north to Seym6ur
then east. or go north or south on Reading to Seymour, then east.
dia falls short of this ideal.
ers," said David Smith, direc- we nee.d to define peace and
Watch for our signs!
Dennis Doherty, deputy tor of the Xavier T.V. Center.
what is peace with jusWeekend Admission $5.00
•
Children and Parking FREE
managing editor of the Cin- "My perceptions, ideas, goals, define
tice.
Fr. McCracken, S.J ., said the
Bring the children and spend the day enjoying the very best in
cinnati Enquirer, said the me- decisions as a reporter have
designer, collector, investment, & decorative art!
dia shouldn't promote any- influence on the way people Pope indicated this was not a
thing. He feels the media see (what is being covered)."
just war, but McC ruck en asked L\------F::..o.::..:...r.:.:ln:..:.f:.:o:..:.r::.:m::.:a::.:t::.:io::.:n_:__:C:..:a::.:l.:..1:_,(L::6_1_6.,_)_6-'8_5_-5_2_6.:..4_ _ _ __,
should giye people in,fo~ma.-:
Tony. Aquino, edito.r of when is war ever just. "One of
tion and·allow the readers to Alumni PublicationsofXaVier, .'thegreatestcasualtiesof \>\ ar is
ake their own decisions.
truth," s.aid McCracken.
t~inks the press is being styAccording to Doherty, the
purpose of the media is to
"translate ideas and words into
concepts and words so people
understand it."
Rosalind Florez, adviser to
The Xavier Newswire, said the
media should find facts and
then put them into words the
readers can understand.

,--=:==========================:::
FINE ART '91
CI j\J CI N j\.JfaJI

1

If you thought that finding a color
Macintosh• system you could afford
was just adream, then the new, affordable ~lacintoshlC is a dream
come true.
The Macintosh LC is rich in color. Unlike many computers that can ctisplay
only 16 colors at once, the Macintosh LC expands your palene to 256 colors.
It also comes with a microphone and new sound-input technology that lets
you personalize your work by adding voice or other sounds.
Like every Macintosh computer, the LC is easy to set up and easy to
master. And it runs thousands of available applications that all work in the
same, consistent way-so once you've learned one program, you're well
on yom way to learning them all. The Macintosh LC even lets you share information with someone who uses a different type of computer-thanks.to
the versatile Apple' SuperDrive~ which can read from and write to Macintosh,
MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks.
Take a look at the Macintosh LC and see what it gives you. Then pinch
yourself. It's better than a dream-it's a Macintosh.

O upon~ tnn1rorm
O ~pon ~ tuniform
QE:i:ampll:

oL[[M y+ ~YJ. LCBI
0

-t

s-J• 2Y(J- J.DJH 1

j• I

1
0 -Y(l,o)-SY(O,O)ts Y

Call Ron Aylward at
672-6637 to set up an
appointment with Joel
Handorf your campus
representative

•,.,
The power to be )'OU r best~
Q;

C 1990 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, !tie Apple logo, and M•clnlolll are' regisler9d lr•demarks ol .Agpl• Computu, Inc Supe10rM1 and

"Th~ power lo be your l'l!s1'' are lrAOerniuk' ol ApOI• CnmPtJll!r, Inc

MS·OOS 11 a r~ialltrlld trad1t1nark ol M1cro'°lt Co1pora!ion 0512 la a revlster&d trademark ol ln1ernatMlnal Bu!.lneu M3chines Corpo,..,110n.
L___J..__~~-=-=-=--~-~~-~~~-~~-~-~---~
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continued from page l
correct them."
"I think thepunishinentfit
the crime. I think that it was
just," said Senator Joe Booth, a
member of the Investigation
Committee.
"The punis_hment given to

the rowing team was not un- and delaying the punishment court follows· due process;
just," said David Streicher, for a week was totally unethi- Senate does not."
"I know that Crew was anmen's captains. "What I have a cal and unprofessional."
"lfSenatcisgoing to punish gry, but as far as I know, parproblem with is the manner in
which Senate went about pun-, us for.-~erimes' then the least liamentary procedure was folishing the team. Badgering they could do is follow their· lowed toa teeatthemeeting,"
team members in bars, former own policies of due process," said Booth.
"I viewed a hostile situamembers over the telephone said Wahoff, "Any fair and just

tion. It was student against
student and not.a whole lofof
good was coming from it," said
Ray. "We want everyone to
have a po~itive experience. I
don't think the two parties involved have had a positive
educational experience.;'

Student Special:s
Mediu111 Pepperoni

Pizza
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ATTENTION
SOPHOMORE CLASS

... ·.,
.....,

;,,1··
·.,
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Dear Classmates,
Mike Broome, president, and I would like to
take this opportunity to inform you of some of the
activities we have done in the past year.
In Sept., Mike organized about 15 people to
volunteer their day atKing's Island. For this work, the
sophomore class received a donated sum of $500.
· As for the other fundra'lsers, The Menus,
Cincinnati's best local band, helped to generated revenue for the class of '93. · Along with a co-sponsorship
with the Junior class, about 400 people enjoyed the
show. Although sophomore class attendance was low,
we did appreciate the support that was given.
.
All money earned eventually goes toward·
Senior·Week, but Mike and I decided to spend some of it
on you now. Throughout the year many of you suggested a boat dance, although due to circumstances
beyond our control, we are unable to host a dance solely
for our class. The Student Activities Council is sponsoring a St. Patrick's Day Boat Dance on· Friday, March 15.
~AC has allowed us to purchase 75 tickets which we will
in turn sell to SOPHOMORES ONLY at a discounted
price of $6 per person. ON THURSDAY, FEB. 28 THESE
TICKETS WILL BE SOLD IN HUSMAN HALL LOBBY
FROM 7-8 p.m. To allow maximum sophomore participation we will ask that all $6 tickets be bought for
sophomores only. If your date is not a sophomore at
Xavier, their tickets can be purchased from SAC office
.for $8.
Sincerely,·
Kathleen A. McCloskey
Vice President, Class of .1993

Now you can afford to dream 1n color
.-.. -. ,"· :"<····'·.·.
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. The Macintosh LC is rich in color. Unlike 01any computers that can display ..
only16 colors at once, t.he Macintosh LC expands your palette to ?56 colors.
·It also comes with amicrophone and new sound:input technology that lets
.·you personalize yourwork by adding.voice.or ocher.sounds.:······.· .. ·. · . ·
•...·.• Llke· every Macinto~h computer, the LC is. easy to set up and easy to
master. And it runs thousands of available. applications. that'all work in the
same, consistent way.:::soonce you've.learned one program, you're well
·
on your wayt9 learning them alLThe Macintosh LC even lets.you share info(
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yourself
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Less grant money for middle class

Bush's proposal
could effect many
college students·
President Bush has proposed a 1992 budget plan that
would increase grant money to students whose family in·
comes are below $20,000. This sounds good, but where does
that leave the millions of middle income students whose
families need grants to be able to attend college?
The Chicago Tribune reported, "Ed uca ti on Department officials said that400,000, or about 12 percent, of the 3.4 million
students receiving federal Pell grants nationwide would lose
future access to them under the pr9posal."
Thinking of the underdog, Bush is trying to help those
closer to the poverty level, but he would be hurting mic;ldle
income students by forcing them to take out more loans, work
longer hotirs, and depend more on their parents for tuition.
Therefore, Bush should extend the budget to help all students;
.
remember, he is the "education president"
Education is the k:ey to solving friany socioeconomk problems. Monies such as the Pell grant and Perkins loan-which
are government backed loans administered by the collcgesoften determine whether or not a student can afford college or
not. Although many believe such programs help low income
students, bringing them out of the poverty cycle, wouldn't it
. · make more sense to tackle the problem from its base--the lowincome elementary and high school systems in this country?
This help can take the form of government awareness and
action; the government must be made aware of the problems
these lower-income schools face. Lack of funding, for example, leads to a school district's hiring of less teachers,
higher student-teacher ratios, and lack of personalized treatment that many students need to receive a proper education.
It would be outstanding if students were never denied
schooling because of money, but realistically ... the U.S. is a
long way offfrom that.
·
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Leave the estimates
for the officials,
By Colleen E. Har_!man

The Xavier Newswire

·

The brutal ground war has
begun leading thecoalitiori into
the final phase of the "liberation of Kuwait", but the war is
not yet over.
In the early stages of the
war, many Americans were
shocked'at the losses of Allied
weaponry, planes and soldiers.
Theconsiderably low numbers
are actually amazing for the
task undertaken by the coalition. People have to realize
ground war losses; especially
casualities, are inevitable. Remember- this is WAR.
The media wants desperately to play "the.body count
game", but thank Cod the
commander-in-chief, who understands how war works, refuses. People have a right to be
informed, but much caution
needs to be taken for security
reasons.
Computer programs and
military annalists can now
measure success on the battlefield, in contrast to pre-Vietnam, when all that mattered
was'w: 10 held the ground after
the fight, since losses were difficult to determine in advance.
But if the military were to:"tell
all" to the Americans, they they
would also be informing the

enemy:· This seems to be a
major detail inany journalists
overlook when pestering officials repeatedly with questions
concerningclassifiep information. How many ·times do
Powell, Schwarzkopf, and
Cheney repeatedly have to say,
"l will not. answer questions
regarding specific military
operations?"
Therefore, the media specu·la tes on the progress of the war
by piecing together military
confirmed information with
the numbers of planes shot
down, causalities, and the
amount of destruction. Numbers do not tell all. Not until
Vietnam (where later discovered thatm~ny of the figures
were often estimated} did the
media begin to demand such
figures, because of the knowl1
advancement in military technology. The new ideology of
reporting by the media also
lead to the pressuring for facts .
This new ideology, being
speculation when facts are not
av~ilable and illogical demands for classified informa~
tion, is making many'journ.alists appear dense. Some journalists believe if they are delayed in being told t~e facts,
that the peopleare being
· robbed of their constitutional
right to know. But in some
cases, such as. war, where

p~ople;s lives areat stake, the
· military is justified in refraining from releasing all inforc
mation immediately. Although, the military should
release all information when
"the coast is clear", because if
the media doesn't' tell the
people, who would?,,
. Many of my f~llowjournalists would not agree, with me,
bu tone needs to keep things in
perspective. Journalists thrive
on breaking the news and
. h1any would risk their lives to
report a story. It disturbs me to
hearpeoplesaytheonlyreason
a reporter would go to a war
zone would'· be n1ake a career
for themselves. In some cases,
careers will be made.asa result
of this war, but ifa journalist is
truly is dedicated to his/her
profes_sion, there is an inner
.drivewhichinno way relates
toacareer. Theinnerdrivecan.
also go too far as was demon. strated by the four CBS reporters who arc now missing.
Their leaving \.vithout a military chaperone .was an act of
pure stupidity and riot profes- ·
sional journalism.
·
As the war'continucs, journalists shoul_d (even though
they won't} report nothing but
the facts, leaving any speculation in the hands of the military
who possess the equipment to
do so accurately. _
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Where is African education?
By Khary K. Turner .
· Newswire Columnist
· · TracyChapman;inhersong
~'Why?", asks why , babies
starve when there is enough
·· fOod to feed the . world. . By
analogy; I ask why AfricanAmericans are still at the bot·. tom of the educational ladder
· wl)en there is eriough African
·historytomakeusallgeniuses?
I have· encountered many
African-American students
who are frustrated with the lack
of African studies not only on
college campuses, but also in
America's grammar and high
schools. We feel a deep sense
of deprivation when we enter
a classroom to study Western
Civilization and find that the
textbooks seemingly make no
mention of African influences .
on the Western world. For instance, we feel robbed when
European educational institu-

..

tions hail Plato, Aristotle,
Soeratesand Hippocratesasthe
pioneers of philosophy and
science, all of whom studied at
the Temple of Waset in Egypt.
· ··Of course, this is not a crash
courseinAfricanhistory. What
is being stated is the fact that
most history texts are in deep
need of revision. Many accusationscanbemadeconcerning
the lack of African history in
textbooks. The most popular
among African-Americans is
that white America feels
threatened by the idea of an
educated black population. I
do not like to think of myself as
a threat to anyone, but I wonder how much validity this
opinion holds. After all, we
(African-Americans) were the
enslaved people who are now
truly "homeless"-nointimate
knowledge of our homeland
and rio real standing in our
new land.
At one time, Amer.ica kept

us ignorant by force and pur. pose. Now that we are free (to
some), would you not wonder
w_hat a black man. would do.
with intellectualand financial .
power?, Considering our grim
past, would power spurn us to.
some form of revolution?
The answer is yes. It would
cause revolution, but not the
kind most people envision.
When black people receive the
proper education-we can
learn the American way, but
we go nowhere without an
African foundation-.:..we will
become independent. The average African-American child
would probably be much more
interested in the Presidents of
the United States if he/she
were able to compare them to
the great kings and queens of
Africa.
The bottom line is that most
races that have intellectual and
financial stability in America
already have what many Afri-

can-Americans term "know!edgeofself," that is, awareness
of one' sown history. There are
races who, although persecut~d throug~ the_ course of
thetr own· histories, never
[suffered]consta_ntaggression
from the American· ~overnment. These people migrated
to America of their o~n will
over the last few centunes. On
the contrary, Africans were
moved in masses over a relatively short period. During this
time we were stripped of everything from our dignity to
our intellect.
Nowadays it is even more
frustrating when America does
not recognize our thirst for
education. If African history
was recognized as a necessity,
it would manifest Iitself] within
the curriculum of many more
learning institutions and I
would not feel statements like
these are needed.
We need knowledge of our

history,justaseveryotherrace
has the same need of theirs. It
this is the kind of education we
want, we must take some re· sponsibility in teaching ourselves. Butalongwiththat,the
· American government must
reveal any parts of our history
which were hidden (too much
· toask,yetitmusthappen)from
us and have remained hidden.
It is said that people of African origin are spiritual, have
always been spiritual, and
should govern themselves as
such. Any learned form of
government which does not
agree with that spiritual nature will ruin us. Thus, that
original history is needed.
What is the use of a home
with no foundation? You may
as well erect a skyscraper,
starting with the thirteenth
floor.

Americans.should not he iudged by the color of their skin
.. .

.

.

. er

a

Are minority scholarships ab.ove the law'?
By Thomas A Perry
The Student Forum
The _recent Department of
Education ruling which sent
the so-called civil rights leadership into a frenzy should
have become one of the cornerstones of United States education policy. The Department's
· ruling only reaffirmed whatthe
language of Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 so clearly
states: that.discrimination on
the .basis of race, color or national origin is against the law.
Why then would so-called
minority leaders come out so
strongly against the application of a law whkh many of
them (are you listening Ben
Hooks?) helped to enacted?
· The Department of Education via Assistant Secretary
Williams recently declared that
the practice of awarding racebased scholarship was against
public policy. Many legal
scholars, including Derrick Bell
of the Harvard Law School,
have declared .that the Department of.Education's ruling
could easily have withs.tood
judicial scrutiny .. Similarly,
there has been no outcry from
the legal community attacking
the legality of Williams' policy
statement It seems that the

legal community understands
the concept of applying the
various la.ws of our country
equally to all people, not just to
specific groups. I would call
the application of the Civil
RightsActof 1964 to all Ameri-cans as being a type of intellectual honesty. What defines
intellectual honesty? It means
that.one group shouldn't ask
for the protection of its rights
under a law unless it is willing
to submit itself to the possible
detriments that. may occur
within an equal application of
thatsamelaw. Doesitnotseem
unusual then that civil rights
leaders such ·as Benjamin
Hooks of the NAACP cry foul
when one of the arguably more
important laws of o~r country
is simply applied to blacks in
the same fashion that it would
to whites?
It seems that Dr. Hooks is
leading minority st.udents
down a yellow brick road of
resentment and perhaps in·
creased racial hostility on the
nation's college campuses.
This resentment \viii undoubtedly result as a byproduct of the Presidents decision not to follow Mr. Williams' findings. This resentment and animosity may
manifest itself in the form of
racial hostilities at college

campuses where race rela lions
were somewhat amiCable.
However, if Hooks truly believed in bettering the racial
climate in the United States, he
could have spoken a thousand
words simply by uttering nine,
"I support the ruling of the
Department of Education."
· Yes, uttering these nine words
may have altered the college
plans of hundreds if not thousands of black and other mi·
nority college students, but it
wOuld have also sent a message. The message sent to
millions of Americans would.
have read "blacks and other
minoritiescanbeintellectually
honest even when it hurts."
Hooks, however, choose not to
send this message.· ·
President Bush also failed
to seize this opportunity to
stand for fairness. The result
of the President's lack of lead·
ership means that for the next
four years minority students
would be able to receive
scholarship monies for which
the non-minority population
oi1 most college campuses will
not have a chance to compete.·
If I were a non-minority college
student, I would be madly
upset at the fact that I did not
have the opportunity to compete for the same scholarship
that was awarded to a minor-

ity solely based upon race. Do
you want to get a clearer pie·
tu re of what non-minority students may be feeling? Put
yourselfin the shoes of the non·
minoritycollegestudent. Your
family has realized that it cannot afford to continue financing your education. Imagine
walking into the finan~ial aid
office at the university that you
now attend. Upon inquiring
about financial aid opportunities, you are told that the only
financial aid that remains is
designated specifically for mi·
noritystudents. wo·uldn'tyou
feel a certain amount of animosity towards the next minority student that you came
in contact with?
The so-calle~ civil rights
leadership regularly issues inflammatory statements detailinghow.eitherpublicorprivate
actions and/or policies will
result in a backlash of racism.
One should wonder whether
the so-called civil rights leadership has recognized that its
actions will cause a backlash of
racism. Many Americans, who
genuinely want to provide
equal access to education for
all, and who believed, if not
participated, in the civil rights
movement, will stop support·
ing the traditioi1al civil rights
organizations such as the

NAACP; PUSH, and the Urban League. lbelievethatmany
God-fearing Americans will do
just this because now it is clear
that these so-called civil'rights
leaders no longer want equality. Now these so-called leaders want to have their respective groups placed above the
law. The American people,
college students included, will·
not stand for this.
Civil rights leaders have
used the Civil Rights Act to
protect myriad Americans
from the "vestiges of racism
which pervade this country."
However, these leaders now
feel that minorities should be
excluded from the class of
Americans. to which the Act
applies. Benjamin Hooks and
others are making a mockery
ofthesystemsandarecertainly
diminishing the earnest efforts
of leaders across the county
who truly want equal rights
for all. Many thanks go to Ben
Hooks and to other so-called
ci vii rights leaders for showing
Americans that people of color
don't want to be judged by the
content of our character but
rather by the color of our skin.
Thomas A. Perry isa first-year
student at the Thiirgood Marshall
School nf Law inl-/ouston, Texas.
This column was distributed by
The Forum Syndicate.
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Banking reform -threatens small busi"ess
By William Proxmire
United Feature Syndicate
The Bush administration has
proposed the most radical
transformation of the American banking system in history.
But small-town America
would suffer as would small
businesses while the big money
centers--New York, Chicago
and San Francisco-would
shine as never before.
General Motors, IBM and
other corporate giants would
have a whole new source of
low-cost credit. Chase Manhattan, Citibank, and Bank of
America could become international industrial and commercial powerhouses that will
make previous American big
business look like neighborhood lemonade stands.
This is noexaggera ti on. The
administration is proposing a
seriesofbankingreforms. Two
of these reforms are especially
radical.
First, the reforms would
permit banks to override state
la\A.'S and grow and branch out
without limit.
Second-the real crushertheadministration is proposing
to allow industrial and commercial concerns to own banks.
This would terminate what has
been the most fundamental
principle in American financial and industrial business:
separation of banking from
commerce and industry.
That· separation has been
more important in maintaining our supremely effective

A change in the la\v to percompetitive system than our
antitrust laws. In our free- mit unlimited bank nationally
market system industry and and to permit our biggest concommerce literally live on glomerates to own banks
credit. By legally separatin'r\voulcnfot instantly destroy
banking and commerce and by American small business or
limitingnationwidebranching, small banks. But this kind of
the system has encouraged the change would permit compacreation of thousands of inde- nies like Proctor &GambleCo.,
pendent, community banks.
Coco-Cola or Boeing to swiftly
Those banks in turn have develop mammoth banks that
absorbedmuchofthesavings would soak up local savings
of American families and by paying higher interest to
channeled those savings into depositors than local ban~s
local home ownership loans nowpaya11dstillsecurecred1t
and credit for small businesses far cheaper than they pay tothroughout the nation.
day.
No country has as many
In spite of this competition,
independent banks as the many local bunks would still
United States. No other coun- survive. But it would be irrctry has enjoyed the vigor of sistibl y tern pting for stocksmall businesses and home holders of small banks to sell
ownership like the United our at handsome profits to giStates.
ant conglomerates. Over the
I didn't appreciate the con- years, not only vvould there be
ncction between the two until I fariewer locally owned banks,
bought an interest in a small but new young families seekbusincss. The local bank be- ing a loan to finance their
longed tolOOstockholderswho dream home und Americans
lived in the town. Bccouse our seeking to borrow money to
business was an important finance new businesses would
customer of that community findthelocol"mega-bank"was
bank, the bank developed a funnelinglornldepositsfaroutspecial expertise in our opera- of-town.
The transition would be
tions. It gave us excellent advice as well as highly efficient slow and many communities
crcdit. There is no wav a local would be untouched, at least
branch of a big bank: owned for years. B,utthetr9nd would.·
and controlled by distil nt be there. Thechangt' would be
stockholders, would have de- b~th inevitabl~ and natior~velopedanythinglikethesame wide. And here ~o.ne ~mencommitment to our small can who wouldn t hke it.
business. Deposits in our
community would have ended
William Proxmire, former
up as loans to firms in New chairman of the Senate Banking
York or Chicago,, or maybe Committee, retired after 31 year
even Tokyo or Rome.
in the Senate.

Equal opportunity

Our blame lies on the farce
of 'separate but equal.~ ..- -~
By William Cun ion
NewswireColumnist
As Black History Month
comes to a close, I'd like to
sendamessagetoallthe"white
rights" demagogues who believe that the US is truly a land
ofequalopportunityforall. In
the past, I have used this column to espouse such beliefs,
thinking that I was acting for
the good of all. I was wrong.
The fact is that civil rights
progress is screeching to a halt
and our Supreme Court is
taking monumcntous steps to
see that the gains that hove
been made arc minimized. In
Wards Cove vs. Antonio, Justice
Harry Blackmun wrote in dissent, "One wonders whether
the majority still believes that
race discrimination-or more
accurately, race discrimination
against non-whites-is a
probleminoursociety,oreven
remembers that it is ever was."
And the year-end issue of
Ni>zusweek put it in no uncertain terms: "A conservative
inajority on the Supreme
Court ... will erode Affirmative
Action." Personally, I have
always felt .that Affirmative
Action could never work in
Americabecauseitisaprogram
which takesagreatdealoftime
to be effective. And once the
white majority feels its rights
are being threatened, they will
elect a conservative government to "protect" them. Hence,
the liberal, open-minded, flagburning 60's turned into the
conservative, close-minded,
flag-waving 80's.
Though I admire its efforts,
Ido not believe that Affirmative
Action could ever solve the
problemofracediscrimination.
But I also realize the immense
odds that lower class blacks
must overcome to have
fighting chance. Herein lies
the true problem: there would

a

not be a n·eed for Affirmative
Action if blacks and whites
received comparable secondary education. Inner-city
schools, which ar~ almost all
black everywhere, are filled
with students with no hope,
teachers with no incen ti ve, and
run by administrators faced
with impossible tasks. The
three R's are replaced l?y the
three C's: crime, crack, and
chaos. The dropout rate is
unbelievably high, the literacy
is equally low, ilnd their children will almost inevitably foce
the same bleak future.
Someone-mil ybe everyone-in Washington has confused priorities. While black
youths are being sucked into
oblivion, our government
wastesmillionsimprovingour
sinkholes. In his new book,
Breaking Barriers, syndicated
columnist Carl Rowan relilys
the following information: in
1991, "the Federal Bureau of
Prisons is· going to spend
$51,340perbed to build prison
space to accommodate 64,400
inmates." Then he asks simply,
"Can you imagine the federal
government spending $51,340
· per ghetto youngster to improve schooling opportunities ... ?" Indeed, it seems that
the government can always
find the money to bail out
savings and loans or to build
new weapons, but when poor
Americans need help, the
cupboard is magically bare.
Whether or not the US is in
financial straits is almost irrelevant. Our leaders seem to
have completely forgotten
about our underprivileged
youths. A vast wealth of human resources will forever remain untapped if we do not
begin practicing faireducation.
So as America continues to lose
its status as an economic superpower, our blame lies with
our persistence on the farce of
"separate but equal."

Wits of the week
I tell them they need to get on the ball out here. They get
relaxed. There are no girls. There's no one around to kiss. So
they use their toothbrush to clean their· rifles.
--Army Maj. Harold McAdoo, a combat dentist, discussing
the oor dental h diene of his troo s.
I'll tell you what cocaine did for me. It made me very smart
in one way. It made me know that you could never use it and
get by.
-Actress Kim Bassin er
Q. Can you.give us the bridge philosophy as regards the
bridge targeting?
·
A. To destroy bridges. -Exchange at military press briefing in Riyadh
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Residence Life's response to Village changes
To begin this letter I would
like to thank several students.
I want to thank the Village tenant who called me on January
25th, a day after receiving a
letter from me. She called to
thank me for the nine month
lease option in the Village; she
called to tell me that with the
changes that had been made
regarding rent and lease options, she and her roommates
will renew their lease. I would
also like to thank the tenant
from a Village townhouse who
came to see me, who expressed
his dissatisfaction with the increase in the townhouse rent
($25.00 per month for he and
his three roommates). He was
polite, concerned, respectful,
and appreciative of what favorable· changes had been
made. My third note of thanks
is to the Village tenant who
came to me in October expressing her concern about the
telephone billing process. 1
thank this woman because her
persistentvisitsand phonecalls
were the impetus for' having
local phone service .included
·in th.e Village monthly rent.
Lastly, I thank all of the Village
residents. who attended the
Tenant Meetings on September 12th and October 10th. It
was: at these meetings that
students expressed their dis5atisfaction with the twelve
month leases and· leases that
were signed "jointly and 5everally ." It is because of these
students that :changes were
made. These students constructively· expressed their
opinions and worked to solve
problems. I am grateful for

Delta Sigma Pi

their input and I value their
wisdom.
For the second half of this
letter it is necessary for me to
clear up misunderstandings
about the.Village. Inaccurate
and misleading information
has been presented in previous Newswire editions. The
following is what students
should know:
I made a mistake in a letter
to Village tenants dated Jarmary 24th. That mistake was to
make the claim that persons
returning to the VU!age next
year who elect to sign a twelve
month lease will pay lower
monthly rents than they paid
during the 1990-1991 lease pcriod. My statements applies to
themajorityoftheVillageresidents, but not all of them; I
notified the Newswire staff of
mymistakeandaskedthemto
printacorrection,and instead,
they made a mockery of my
error.
The rental rates for the Villageapartments,effectivejune
1, 1991~ are as follows:' .
Townhouses/Flats:
Sept.-May $250/person/
month for fourpeopleor$450/
person/monthfortwopeople.
June-Aug. $225/person/
month.
Four BedroomAparbnents:
Sept.-May $300/person/
month.
June-Aug. $225/person/
month.
The Village is a wonderful
apartment complex for students. lhaveseennothingthat
compares to it at the four other
universities at which I have
worked. The compl~x is

inclassrooms, the apartment
Can you say overexag- clearly justifiable.
furnishings are great, the
A? a member of the investiapartments are kept in good geration!!! I can. I spell
condition, and all utilities are overcxaggeration in the fol- gatingcommittee, I have spent
lowing way-the controversy countless hours in the last two
included in the rent.
The Village is not for ev- which surrounds the Delta weeks (this will be the third
eryone. Students can, and do, Sigma Pi disciplinary actions week) preparing for meetings,
sitting in meetings, and confind cheaper places to live. I bySGA.
Severn!
senators
among
us
templating the committee's
can assure you, however, that
ifyouchoosetoliveinacheaper feel that the actions taken actions. How many senators
apartment, you will get what against this organization were can say this? Oh, maybe six or
too severe. l disagree. Our so. How many of you would
you pay for.
actions
were basically a slap like to devote so much time to
The specific changes of a
By putting t.:r.n a committee that has basically
on
the
wrist.
nine month lease option, local
on
probation,
and
takingaway been dogged from the beginphone service included in the
their
favored
club
status, we ning of its existence. My point
rent, and discounted summer
in
no
way
inhibiting
the exactly. That is why >ve have
are
rates came about as a result of
functioning
of
this
club.
All such committees-so the general
students' concerns and comthutwearecloingismonitoring
body meeting does not last six
plaints. These feelings were
their
activity
for
the
next
year.
or
seven hours, and so th<lt they
expressed at the aforemenMoresevereactionscould
have
do
not turn into mud-slinging
tioned Village Tenant Meetings
and through a telephone sur- been proposed by the investi- campaigns.
The committee was also esvcy done by my office in the gativecommittee. I beg to differ
fly
with
that
we
are
"hitting
a
t<lblished
in order that the orfall.
an
elephant
gun."
If
anything,
ganizations
and people could
No student was directly
asked what they thought n we are hittinganelephantwith be questioned, and in turn
reasonable rent increase would ll small dart. I also believe that question SGA <1bou t the infracbe. I assure you that the stu- we did give t.:r.n a traffic tions in <1t10rclerly ma1)ner. The
dents who live in Norwood, in ticket, not a death sentence. A dmnce for them lo speak was
Hyde Park and in Oakley <1rc trnffic ticket does not stop a during the n-1ecting with the
,, tilso. nc>t asked by their land- violator from driving; he/she com mi llee, not the general
must only pay a fine, and con- body meeting. We, the Senate,
lords:
tinue to go about his/her reserve the right to go into cxI wil.1 close by saying I wel- business, as will '1L.n.
· ecu ti ve session, so that the
come the opportunity to talk to
It was not a slap in the face discussion is limited to oi11y
anyone or any group of stu- to give '1L.n unfavored club
senators, and so we don't have
dents about the Village. l think
stah.1s. They realized thatSGA "the press" breathing down'
it's a wonderful complex with
"did not look favorably upon our necks.
lots to offer to residents. l also
off-campus accounts." Their
I would like to conclude this
know that students can inake actions were taken with total
statement by stating that any
it (1 better plac~together we awareness that we would not
part of this statement may be
can work to do that. I encour- . look favorably upon them, if used by The Xavier Newswire.
ageanyoneinterestedinliving
we were to find. We did find That is, if they care to report
in the Village to call t~e Office out, and we don'.t look favorfacts.
.,
of Resii:lence Life for the facts ably· upon them; Therefore, the--Renee
A. Zucchero
about the apartments.
the unfavorable club status is
Senator

Recently an exit sign was and I expect Residence Life to
tom off the wall on my wing in Jive up to theirs. This is why it
. Kuhlman. In a maUer of days angers me when .two wee.ks
a: wing meeting was called, pas~ and the maid service
which the., hall director at- which I pay for does not come.
tended. ·A week went by and
It seems hypocritical to me
an ultimatum was posted on that such fast action can. be
our door; pay $2.00 or.have taken when they need some$10.00 charged to your bursar thing, but such slow response ·
bill. Now, I could get into the is taken toa problem as simple
hall'spolicyonchargingmeor as finding a replacement maid,
my wing mates for something In paying my board I payfor
wemayormaynothavedone; the maid to coine each week.
however, that's not my point. Two weeks have passed and
· The pointis that I did pay the service I paid for .was not
the two dollars and .followed rendered. Therefore,. should I
.. haUp0licy.!agreetoliveinthe . not se~kco01~nsati.on? The.
· · dorms, ar\d in doing so [agree actuahty of this action· howtodormpolicy, Inshort1iliveup .. ever, would undoubtedly.~ ..
to my part' of the] agreement pointless and render fruitless

results. So instead, I have
dumped my grievances upon
I wasborninKuwaitin 1970, but also the Americans .
yollr unsympathetic ears.
It is not as easy as we think,
and lived there for 12 years. I
The fact is, though, my went to an Arabic private because Saddam is still in Kuproblem is not isolated; instead school. Kuwait was like a wait, and as more days pass, I
I feet ·t.he problem is much heaven before the war. There think it is for his benefit, bebroader. In my case, it's th · was everything you could cause now .the Jordanians are
maid,butinsomeoneelse's,it want,exceptalcoholanddrugs, at his side, as well as other
could be problems with the It was a very clean country.
countries. So if this war does
Village~ I agree that life is not
I carry the Syrian passport not stop soon, I think there is
perfect and that problems will because my father is from there. going to be a big loss of
occur. Thefact is, though, that I love Kuwait very much, and American and allied forces. I
people don't seem to be lis- I felt very bad about this war. hope a peaceful solution is
tening. I think it's time that It is a disgusting act of ag- . reached before more disasters
Residence Life learns where · gression from Saddam to do and damages occur. And I
their priorities are and start what he has done. And it is a support the troops in the Gulf,
acting and providing for the . goodforBushtostophim. But and I hope they come back soon
students.
I don't know wh~re this war. is and safe.
·
-Salem Sleiman
gong to lead us. Not only me,
-William Bertsch

-Anne V. Massaro
Director of Residence Life·

A Kuwaiti .student
•
'lier~ ar~.:Resid~nc~ Life's.·priorities?
expresses war views

,·
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Xavier Crew responds to SGA rulings
The history of Xavier Crew
has a long running tradition of
including students from
Northern Kentucky University. Theseteammembershave
been an incredible asset to
XavierCrew. Theirdedication
and skill is extraordinary.
Without the NKU students,
XU Crew would not be in its
presentposition. Wearefinally
becoming recognized as a major rowing power in the area,
largely due to the NKU student
contribution. Our own Xavier
students, wanting to reward
these teammates for their hard
work, first nominated and finally elected them to club officer positions. Some Xavier
students declined their nomination.
The NKU students hold
high seats in manyofourcompetitive boats. Many Xavier
students, according to the
senate, wou.ld be offended by
this. However, as a competi-

tive team, the athletes with the
besttechniqueand fastest times
race in the most competitive
boats. We happen to agree
with this. This is not discrimination on the part ofour coach,
as some people seem ~o think.
These people earned theirseats
and deserved to be there.
Manystudents,according to
Senate, would view the NKU
students as outsiders to the
XavierCommunity. However,
we, Xavier Crew, view these
people as teammates as well as
friends. Wehavebuiltourown
community among ourselves,
just as any group of people
working together, reaching for
the same goal does.
We have worked hard to
achieve what we have, not only
competitively but also financially. The NKU students
helped in the process of
fundraising .for travel. Our
most recent. accomplishment
wasthepurchaseof a ne\v pair/

double. The money used to
buy this boat was only money
raised by the team, not money
given to us by the University.
NKU students helped in raising this money.
The money we raise should
be spent the way we .want to
spend it. If we choose to take
money from our external income line item, totally
fund raised, to send a team
member, in this case an NKU
student, to a regatta in Boston,
it should be our choice, just
like it was when we chose to
buy the boat. This team member represented Xavier at the
largest regatta in the country.
The money spent to send her
was partially earned by her ...
This event was great publicity
for our maturing program as
well as a great way for our
teammate to gain knmvledge
and race experience.. We feel
Senate failed to takeJhis;into
·:<,i'
consideration.

We are not condemning
Student Government for the
actions it has taken. We know
they are just trying to do their
jobs. We do regret, however,
the vindictive nature with
which the investigation and
punishment processes were
rtin. We admit to everything
Senate has brought before us.
Let it be known that everything
that has occurred was done so
with the knowledge and cooperation of the administration
of Xavier that works closely
with Crew. If there are some
individuals who hold persoiwl
grudgesagainstindividualson
our team, we ask them to take
these grudges up wi.th those
individuals. It is not fair to
hurt the whole team if you disagree with some of the things
that were done and the way
some things arc run.
Wedo not secmir actionsas
wrong or "crimi11~1'.' ,as some.
senatorshaverC'ferredtothcm:

We feel that Senate failed to
find out all of the facts of the
situation before acting and do
not feel our history was sufficientlyreviewed nor taken into
account. Senate should have
allowed members of Crew to
speak to the whole Senate body
before being "sentenced." All
"criminals" are granted a last
word before sentencing. If this
is too much too ask, then at
least the Senate Investigation
Committee representative
could have given a statemei1t
of some of the facts that were
discovered, instead- of letting
just the members of the Committee know them. We also do
not like the way Senate failed
to follow its own policies of
due process in its effort to
punish Crew. If this had been
done, this whole affair would
have been settled by the ac:J·ministration and may never
rav~ taken place. r ·. .
- .·
·«':''::'.Mdi1bersofXavier!sCrew

PUTTING IT IN PERSPECTIVE
A1 STAKE IS NOT .SOME PISfANr ·
COUNTRY CM.tEO KUWAll: Af SM
IS 1\lE KIN~ Lf \lll.1' WE
Wl~ ·lN\'ASlt

CPS
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Muskies win
MCCcrown

.

p oto y Diana Staa

Brian Grant slams the ball during Xavier's 80-73 win over Butler. The Muskies went
3-2, losing to Dayton (83-79) and v-{right State (91-83). They defeated Butler again
Saturday, 105-93, clinching the Midwestern Collegiate Conference reg11/ar season
crown. The Muskies face Dayton at 8:05 p.rfr. at the Cincinnati Gardens on Saturday
to recapture the Blackburn/McCafferty trophy.

Brantley on probation
this nature."
Xavier Athletic Director Jeff Fogelson
agreed, "Tucker looked at the film. He
The Xavier Newswire
couldn't assess the blame on one or the
The Midwestern Colletgiate Con- other. Hefeltitmerited some response.
We don't want to encourage I fighting I
ference has placed Xavier forward
Maurice Bra11tley and Butler guard by any means."
Darin Archbold on probation after reBrantley was unavailable for com·
viewing the post-game altercation be- ment.
tween the two on Saturday.
According to Mike Herman, MCC
Tucl<er DiEdwardo, MCC comm is- director of communications, theprobasioner, made the aimouncment e<1rly tion allows the players to continue
yesterdayafterreviewingtheincident. playingwith the.stipulation that any
He met personally with aH involved
further incidents of.this type will warwhere both players admitted to their . rant suspensions.
misconduct.
· .·
The Xavier-Butler rivalry hasbecome
"While lean appreciate that emo- much more fierce this year because of
tions and frustrations experienced by the deisree to win the MCC crown. "It
players and institutional representa~ was a real competitive game. We kne\V
tives during spirited competition can something like.[ the fight l was going to
run high, there is no excuse for such happen, we just d.idn't know who was
frustrations to remain unchecked,". g()i~1.gtoge~intn:~u1Jle,''said f_re:;h1.'!:1.~'
DiEdwardo said. "there is no place iri · forward Tyrice Walker. "We're lucky
intercollegiateathleticsforbehaviorof that fBrantleyl is able to play."
By Lena Ina

..

- " -- - - - -. -- -

"

- - ... - - . - - - -

.'

Trophy a tribute to
XU's McCafferty
By Lena Ina

· The Xavier Newswire
Most Xavier fans are quite aware of
theCrosstownShootout. Buthowmany
know about the Blackburn/ McCafferty
Trophy, which signifies the rivalry between Xavier and the University of
Dayton?
The Siemers family, who owns
Franklin Savings and Loan, initiated
this biannual honor in the 1980-81
season.
"l know the Siemers family. I'm
glad to see the company has such a .
great interest in the rivalry," said Jim
McCaffcrty, former Xavier coach and
athletic director, 1957-63.
The award was named in honor of
McCaffcrty and former UD coach Tom
Blackburn, who coached the Flyers for
·17 years. "It's a great honor. Most
people a re honored a ft er they've dice!.
I'm very fortunate to have [the trophy I
named after me before 1 die,"
McCafferty said with a laugh.
XU students may know the Muskies
won the National Invitational Tournament (NIT) in 1958 (defeating UD), but
they may not know it was McCafferty
who, in his first season, led the team to
its first and onlynatiorial title.
He also led them to their first National Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) appearance in the 1960-61 season, losing to Morehead in the first
round. In his final year as coach, the

team won the National Catholic Tournament.
As X's athletic director, McCafferty
was also instrumental in the formation
of the Midwestern Collegiate Conference (MCC) and in 1979became its first
commissioner.
"At the initial meetings in 1958, there
wasn't a need for conferences," he said.
"Now, with moregamesbeingplayed,
there is more and rnore of a need to be
a conference member.
"There are still schools around
looking for conferences. Some aren't
real happy with their own conference
because they're too far in between he
added.
With the loss of Marquette and St.
Louis, theMCC will take on a new look.
"The MCC would be better if it could
pick up two teams and then splitting
the conference into east and west [divisions I. Tenms on schedules may be
willing to alternate years for home sites
because they need the games."
Some possibilities for new 1nembers
arc Bradley and Louisville, who was
slightly interested in becoming one of
the charter members of the MCC.
For now, the MCC remains intact,
and the rivalry with Dayton continues
this Saturday at the Cincinnati Gardens.
"Xavier's program has really grown,"
he said. "The rivalry is always a big
game. There's more interest now than
before. The trophy has given it greater
importance where the player and the
school are honored."

~~~~~~~~~~~~~-'--~~

Left: Former Xavier basketball
coach and athletic director Jim
McCafferty. Below: The Dayton
Flyers holding the Blackburn/
Mccafferty trophy after their 83-79
win over Xavier Feb. 17 at LID

photo by Tim Boone
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Zucca/a recruits six best local products

Women!s soccer signs recruits
Xavier women's soccer· Keller,, helped Glen Este cap-· to pressure. She's a strong : team;"Tombrage, a· two-time All_.
coachFrankZuccalahassigned . ture the Queen City Confer- · player with a great shot." ..
MillerhelpedSt.Ursulafin- · Cityselection,ledMcAuley to
· six local high school all-stars to ence. Championships i.n her
National-Letters-of-Intent, in- sophomore and junior seasons .. ish 16-3-2 in her senior season a 19-2-1 record andaberth in
eluding two prep All-Ameri- "Taraisoneofthebestplayers and earn the number three the district semifinals.. Glen
cans. Zuccala, who guided the · in the country according to the ranking in thedty. She has Este beat McAuley2-1 in over- .
Lady Musketeers to an 11-2-2 Olympic development com- scored 97 career goals and has time in the district semis;
markand a final national rank- mittee," says Zucca la,· "and I been in the top 10 in the city in
"Jenny is the prototype coling of 21 in his first season at agree; She is probably the best scoring three straight years,
lege player/' says Zuccala.
Xavier, says he is thrilled with sweeper her age in the counKeller, a four-year starting "She is a physical, powerful
the incoming class.
try."
·
halfback; al.so comes with an playerwhohasgreatskitlswith
The recruiting list includes
Xavier's second All-Ameri- impressive list of credentials: both feet. She will take some of
six local prep stars: Tara Riffle can recruit is Miller, who was First Team AU-State, First Team the pressure off of (Xavier All(Glen Este), Susan Miller (St. Co-Player-of-the-Year in the .All-Midwest, three-time All- American and leading scorer)
Ursula), Kelley Keller (Glen Cincinnati Enquirer (with City, thre~time All-Queen City Marla Schuerman."
Klekamp, an aJl-star full~
Este), Juli Edie (Wyoming), Riffle), Girls Greater Cincin- Conference and memberof the
Jenny Tombragel (McAuley) nati League Player-of-the-Year stateand regional Olympic de- back from Anderson High
School,bringssc>megreatskills
and Christy Klekamp (Ander- and named First Team Ali- velopment teams.
Glen Este coach Dan Woo- into the Xavier program.
son).
State.
druff says, "Kelley .is an out" Anderson won the District
"I think we signed the six
standingdistributoroftheball.
Championship and mad.e the
best players available from this
This rec111iting
She plays well with and with- state semifinals. in her junior
area," saysZuccala, "and that's
class will help us
out the ball."
·
. season, while reaching thedisgreat because this is one of the
"Kelley
knows
what
it
takes
trictfinalsin her senior season.
five areas in the country for
make one more
to win," says Zucca la, "and she
· "She has an excellent· attigirls' soccer. If you get the best
potude,"
says Anderson coach
has
shown
an
awful
lot
of
talent from this area, you can
step up to where
tential." .
.. .
Jim Henke, "and was a very
compete' at a very high level."
Edie, a two"time .All-City· important leader.for us. As a
we want to be as
The most decorated recruit
selection, was one of the City's player; she also has good
in this six-member class is
a progra~.
leading scorers in each of her. speed;" .
Riffle, who played three years
·. · final two seas0r~at~yoming.
Zuct~la has reason to smile
under Zuccala. when he was
the head coach at~Glen Este.
··•She
helped
\.YY~flii1ig_fil,ish
11
·
w.h~n.he
loc>ksover his recnlit-Frank 'zu'ccala,
3-1 in19~9 and 14-4-1 in 1990. ing class for next year. "This
Her list of credentials is imwomen's soccer coach· Th~)4 ~ms area school record. rec~uiting class will help us
pressive: two-time All-American, two-time Player-of-the. }uh h?,s great speed a,~d a · make one more step up to
"Susan is one of the best
Year in the Cincinnati Enquirer strikers in the city," Zuccala !uce shot,. sa~s Zucca la. ~he.· where wewant to be as a proand the Cincinnati Post,· two- points out, "and she .comes 1s a classic. win~, very quick graniit'sexciting for us and I
time First Team All-State and from a good program. St. and very direct m h.e~ style of think it~s exciting fodocal socfour-time All-City.
.
Ursula has always played a play. She has the ab1hty to put cer f~ns.to.see .that these girls
Riffle, along with teammate tough schedule, so she's used a lot of pressure on the other chose to stay home and play."
~~~~~~~~~~~

Now you can afford to dream in color.
.•If you:thm1ghl lhat fin<ling a color
·Macintosh' S\'Slem mu could :ifford
W:C?jUSt a <lreall1, then the ne~; affordable MacintoSh LC i's adream
come true.·
·
The Macintosh LC is rich in color. Unlike many computers that can display
only 16 colors at once, lhe Macintosh LC expands your.palette to 256 colors.
It also comes ~ith a microphone am! new sound·inpm technology that lets
you personalize your work by adding roice or other sounds. . ·
Like every Macintosh computer, the LC is easy !O set up and easy to
master. And it runs thousands of available applications that all work in the
same, consistent way-so once you'l'e learned one program, you're well
on youf way to le:iming them all. The Macintosh LC eren lets you share information with someone who l!ses a different type of compmer-thanks to
the versatile Apple' SuperDrire~ which can read from and write to Macintosh,
~IS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks.
Take a look at the i\lacintosh LC and see what it gires you. Then pinch
yourself. It's better than a dream'--it's a Macintosh.
\pJ'lc· 111111•tlil1L'1111 \I

1, 11111

"Ii I (

Call Ron Aylward at
672-6637 to set up an
appointment with Joel
Handorf your campus
representative

•

•• 111e power to be your besC
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Xavier students
enjoy Monday
evenings playing
women's
intramural
basketball at the
O'Connor Sports
Center. Other
XUIM a~tivity
takes place weeklong.

BOXING MATCH
..,see XU boxers in the ring
against Miami, Ohio and
Iowa State

_Friday March 1 at the Armory
Starting ti me 7 :30 p. m.
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:·therc(is hary a f.ih¢fsig~~
tp a Xavier fan than th~
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photo by I-lolly Brooks
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If you're an· off-campus student, .
get the A1&T Calling Card and your first call is free.
There's no better time to speak your mind. Because
now when you· get your free AT&T C£llling C£lrd, you'll ·
get your first 15-minute call free~
With your ;fl'&T C£llling C£lrd,
@AM
°""'WC.atd
you can call from almost anywhere
to anywhere. And you can keep
your card, even if you move and
get a new phone number.

:.~.~XII~~

Our Calling Card is part of the Jffi~T Student Sm ·<.r
Plus program, a whole package of products and services

[~!lii1i'i

designed to make a student's budget go farther.
So look for ;fl'&T C£lllingCard applications on
campus. Or call us at 1 800525-7955, Ext. 655.
And let freedom ring.

dewr~h ~\~~::: ~0~Wi!~~,_<~6·8

1Xl&T. Helping make college lite a little easier.

•A 13.00 value for a coast-to-coast Calling Card call. Applies to customer-dialed calls made during the
AT&T Night/\X'eekend calling period, llpm to Sam, Sunday through Thursday and llpm Friday through
5pm Sunda}:. You may .receive more or less calling time depending on where and when ycu call.
Applications must be"recei1•ed by December 31, 1991.

•

ATa.T

NI uskefoers make a,rqn; ::The

·

.The right choice. ·

.,
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XUIM heats up the winter blahs
Entries for Free Throw Tournament close on Mon. March 4 BASKETBALL
at noon.
6FT&UNDER
~ Entries open for Tennis, Softball and Ultimate Frisbee Feb.
The Total Package
2-0
27. Anyone unable to form a complete roster can contact the Wicked Ale 11
2-0
XUIM office to sign up on the free agent list.
Shore Patrol
1-1
~ Entries for Corec Wiffleball will be taken through Feb. 27.
Umbros-Make 'Em Big
1-1
Limit eight per team.
Hooters
1-1
lkii' Corecinnertube Water Polo activity iSapproaching. Entries
Wart Hogs II
1-1
open March 13. Games are played between two teams of seven Wyld Stallions Return
0-2
players, no less than three must be female. Goalkeeper must be · Shepherds ,
0-2
male (for safety reasons). Shorts and t-shirts may be worn over MONDAY
swim suits.
Stud Missiles
4-0
~ The Recreational Sports Department is still accepting entries
Dispersions
3-·1
for the Photography Contest. All entries must be 8" x 10" black Mud hens
3-l
and white photos of Xavier Intramural Sports. Photograph Tatoo's
1-3
mustdesignatecategoryentered (journalistic or fine art). Please Meat
1-3
include name, address, phone number and brief description of We Came to Drink
0-4
where and when photo was taken and, if possible, identification of any individuals who appear in the photo. Deadline TUESDAY
Purple Reign-Cinderella 113-0
toenter is Friday, May 3 at noon.
Project Ference ·
3-0
No Hops
2-1
Tall Boys
2-1
Meiste.r
2-1
Pall Bearers
2-1
Fightin Amish
1-2
Hang Ten
·1-2.
Silver Bullets
1-2
The Last Chance
1-2
Dry Heaves
0-3
Hackers
0-3
deuce Saturday, mainly beEarn $8.00+ an hour
By EmmettProsser
. causetheydidn'thittheirfree
Part~Time, Flexible .
The Xavier ~ewswire.
throws. Xavier converted 6Schedule, 10 to ?Ohours Per
The.p6stseasondoor is still 13for 46percent while Butler
Weck. Extend lo Full-Time
open. Although the Xavier was a perfect "13-"13.
in Summer Call 779-7378 for
"Free throws hnve been n
Lady Musketeers are flirting
In ·'ni•w.
with elimination from the problem for us all year," said
( ·SERVICE 21 )
Midwestern
Collegiate Ehlen. "If. you are going to
LET US CUSTOMIZE YOUR
Conference's post season tour- win close games, you have to
COVER LE'ITEI<S /\ND'
nament, light is still at the end shoot well from the line. UnPAPERS WITH OUR WORD
fortunately, we've lost three
f the tunnel.
PI<OCf<:SSING/L/\SF:R
A victory last night would MCC games by a total of five
PRIN'IlNG SERVIC£<: 860·
ut the Muskies in a great po- points."
4426
XavierwentintoTuesday's.
ition for a tournament berth,
hilea loss would give Xavier showdown with Dayton 14!most no hope of going to l1 overall, 7-7 in the MCC.
1
Dayton for the MCC dance. A Ehlen felt X had a great chance
·victory over Detroit Thursday at the must win. "Dayton is
moved Xavier into sole pos- basically a minor image of us.
session of the sixth and final We have more at stake. So if
Walk to campus
spot, but a two-point loss to we win, we're in."
Xavier will have had to play
Butler Safurday put the ladies
back into a dead heat with the , we)I asunittowin. "Wemust
play good team defense to be
Lady Titans.
.
.
successful,"
said Bla_nton. "If
Xavier's backcourt tandem
of Kim Blanton and· SheryJ we play defense and exeetite,
Krmpotich combined for. 25 we'll be in good shape."
Ehlen felt the successful
points and 13 assists· against
Detroit.· Blanton connected on formula .was balanced play.
three of five three~point field "We'll t1eed a good inside and
goals in the first half ineluding outside game, not just one or
one that keyed a 16"7run at the the other like we have in the
end of the first half tO put X up past," he said.· .
. Regardless of what hapby 10.
.
.
. Krmpotich. continued the pened last night, Xavier will
backcourt dominance in the have its first winning season
second half with seven assists.'· in women's Division I basket$245 and·up
Xavierputthegameaway with ball. "It is real nice to have the
a 10-2 run at the end of the first winning season, bt1t the
ultiinate goal is the tciurnasecond half.· ·
ment,"
Ehlen commented .. ,,,
''.Detroit was a big win for
·1005 pana Ave.·.
usasalldf them are now," said ·think the Dayton game will be
Call A.B. at
head coach Mark Ehlen. "Un- good one.,"
Hopefully if wi be good
forh.inately;: we had.a chance
861-5928
to beat Butler-and ~e didn't." enough. for an MCC tournaThe Lady Muskies lost by a ment bid.
474-0449
!©"

Lady Muskies.
split two as season
winds down

Off-Campus.
Housing

Oxford Apts.

THURSDAY
LODV
Disciples of Olliges
Team Ganja
Skid Marks
Wart Hogs
Glenbeigh Pakcers
Irish Gardeners
Desert Storm
Fu II Court Press
Team Wolf Blitzer
Stooges
CO REC
The Living Baseheads
Put It in the Hole
Bimbos
WOMEN
Kristen's Team
Ladies Only. .
Shawnda's Team
36 D's

2-0
2-0
1-0
1-1
1-1
1-1
1-1
1-1
0-1.
0-2
0-2
3~0

1-2
0-2
2-0

2-l
0~2

0-3

Floor Hockey
SUNDAY WOMEN'S
X Mario Lovers
Chicks w /Sticks II
Tutancas
36 D's
Speed Hickeys
Chicks w /Sticks I
.
6'0nGirls

2-0
·1-0
.1-1

1-·1
1-1

0-1
0~2

MEN.
SUNDAY MORNING
Wee Suk
3N Generals
8 Bombers & a Rocket
Joe; The Lord of Chaos
BBC
Penguin Lust
Project Ference
Wahoos
Barnbirds
Zele Wonders

1-1
1-1
1-1
1-1
0-2

SUNDAY AFTERNOON
Athletic Supporters
Mother Puckers
Modern Family Planning
Indy Maddogs
Shore Patrol ·
Puck Ups
Team Move
Hung Like a Wolf
Your Mom
·
Vertical Grins

2-0
2-0
2-0
2-0
2-0
0-2
0-2
0-2
0-2
0-2

2-0
2-0
1-1
1-1
1~1

VOLLEYBALL
POWER
Dig Deeper
Still Lookin
Six Pack
Athletic Supporters

2-0
l~l

1- ·1
0-2

all

Bring in this coupon
10% Discoun·t to
XU
for a FREE sample of -- ..... · · · students on all
I
Supe~ Aytinal .
PRESCRIPTIONS PLUS FREE . I
I Theraputtc VITAMIN
.
. ·.
i and MINERAL . Thermometer with coupon. 1

1

----------------------·

~ llbif,:lastle

If you are chee~ful, . energetlc;·andlike
toworkwith·p"eople/yo\l may have a .
future: with WHITE CASTLE~ :We are
accep.ung aJ>plic~tio~s t<>rtu1tor
· .· hme workfot our.location al ':,: .·,· ·. ·
Wnt'.tf. T?ft:·&tl{eadingR~\ Pl~ase .
· apply.Mo~dC).y,throu.glt Sattird.ay, .

·pru.t ·. ·

·

9:,00:a.m:: - 5:00 1>~*11·>

··

. Flexible Houts· , · · ·
$4~4o

to Start::: ....·.· . . .

. M~al$;WhH~On'Duty ..·.
· · . ·. Free Uniforms·.; · · .
,':Health Benefits · · ·
2 Weeks Paid Vacation- ·
· ·Sales Bonus . ·. .

.

.

. .··. .· · ··Profit sharing _.· >.. ·-·' ·. _,
Don'tconfuseWHlTE CASTLE with'
. other "Fast F(Jo_d" jobs. . , .
L~~-:-:--~~~~__;_~~~~~~·~.......;,.--J
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XU's committed band
By Kent Thompson

The Xavier Newswire
For good reason, The Xavier
University Band was last year's
club of the year, for it's not
easy being in X.U.'s band. The
first difficulty lies in the time
commitment. If you plan on
joiningyouhadbesthavesome
serious flexibility. The band
practicesthreeafternoonseach
week and they play a tall home
and tournament games. And
that's justwhen they're workingon the basketball pep band!
They also have their jazz
group and more formal obligations to worry .about. So
you would have to wonder
with the time thatit takes to be
involved and the little glory
andappreciatethatgoesalong
with the job, why do these
people bot!'ter? Because they're
in love.•·..
. .· . .
The one overwhelming
feeling thatlgotfrom the band
members whom.I interviewed
was love. But, as is the case
with any loveaffair, they also
recognizethedrawbacks. They
realize that their band experience is limited. Each of the
members. that I interviewed
expressed similar. feelings toward their rela~ionship with
the band.
.
Unlike other members, who
were hooked as freshman or
even earlier, Band President
Jim Bodle waited until hewas
a sophomore to joiri the band.
But, once he became involved,
he was addicted; He stated

Campus entertainment at its best

that it was the feeling of community and acceptance that
By Molly A. Donnellon
kept him coming back. As a The Xavier Newswire
commuter student, he realized
that it would take an extra efAs my higher-ups keep refort to trek back and forth to minding me, r must, as Diverschoolasfrequentlyastheband sions editor, pursue articles
requires, but he felt that it was which relate to campus activiworth it.
ties. Last week, I came across
Band Vice-President Karen what I decided to be the best
Muething never had a choice form of campusentertainment.
where band was concerned. Xavier Basketball.
I know, I know, I should
She was hooked while still in
high school. She, like other hnve discovered this fine novband members, participated in elty in my three years here, but
the band's summer camp and I thought ... sports? . I'm into
had such a good time that she music, movies, plnys, stuff 1i ke
that. ltwasn'tuntillbefriended
kept active.
Ken Lovins and Pat Brennen a member of the team, #20,
bothexpressedsimilarfeelings. that I even considered it interThey knew that they wanted to esting. And il cou pie of weeks
become involved from their ago, when our spo_rts editor
first exposure to band. They dragged me along, I fell in love.
I've heard it said that
both stated that they've had
such a good time with their· Metallica can rock the Gardens,
fellow band cohorts that they. well so do the Mtiskies and
their fans. Upon entering the
couldn't stay away.
·
A majority of the band are Gardens, free with your current
; comn~.uter.~,.. .This .<!dds to. the. Xavier l.D., you'll will be abdifficulty of being involved a·t sorbed into the comaraderie,
a university which focuses feeling phenomenally proud to
· ·
many of its extra-curricular beapartofitnll.
Then, the snack items. Hot
activities on traditional students. But this hasn't kept this pretzels. Hot dogs. Popcorn.
group of students from being And all thesugnra student can
involved in a wide variety hai1dle.
You find your seat and the
acti vi tiessuch as the Newswire,
varsity and intramural sports, real fun begins. Everyone in
along with numerous other the stands stands up and ap~
plauds rhythmically until the
student organizations.
lf you know somebody in Muskies score. Which, at the
band take time to thank them Butler game two weeks ago,
for all that hard work they do wasn't until about 50 seconds
to make our basketball games, into the game. Awwwright!
The boys started playing
musicals, etc. all the more inand,
oddly enough, the sport I
teresting!
·

D'Artagnan
yelled at my boyfriend for
watching time and time again,
became my instant fix. There
they were, in lights, like the
best concert I'd ever seen, nnd
they were people I'd see in the
hall. For the first fifteen minutes, I repeatedly asked my
sports expert, Lena, what was
going on.
"What was that.foul called
for ... What does that mean?"
Soon I had the general gi~t
of the game and could concentrate on the other exciting
things that were going on. As
my eyes searched the crowds,
my attention was quickly
drawn toa bigblue furry thing
over by the cheerleaders, which
I was later told was the "Blue
Blob". This ... thing was probably one of the most hilarious
creatures to watch. On occasion, it would lift a young unassuming tot into its mouth,
thereby making the kid's legs
flail with excitement from
Blob's jaws. Later, during a
time-out, Blob did somersaults
across the floor consequently
smooshing his face in the
meantime. By the way, do we
know if it is a he?
Equally as funny to watch
was D' Artagnan, the Muskie
Man. At the Butler game he
amused the audience with his
phe11omenal cheerleading
abilities. Unfortunately, none
of the girls were willing todimb
on his shoulders, but hequickly
compensated w_ith a plastic doll
(and. she flew higher into the
air anyway).

photo by D.C, Wolff

The cheerleaders are impressive. as well, an<;\ fun to
watch: Asidefromactua\cheer·
leading,theydemonstra tc how
they, if they w,ere not careful,
could paralyze themselves for
life, by. being thrown into the
air then Ianding_in the arms of
the male cheerleaders. Wow!
Finally, with two minutes
left in the game, my attention
was brought back to the boys
on the court who were tied at
71 points. This was getting
good.
For the remainder of the
game every aspect of energy
was concentrating on the happenings on the court. The fans
literally roared. Blob was
kneeling on his face.
D' Artagnan was getting the
flag ready. The cheerleaders
bit their. hands. I sat at the
media table hoping to God
none of these 6-foot plus players would fall on top of me.
.In the next tw.o minutes the
scored bounced upward toward a Muskie victory. And I
can honestly s"y, I've never, as
a student of Xavier University
felt such an overwhelming
senseofpridc. lt'sagood thing
we won, because otherwise this
article might have taken a
slightly different angle.
1encourage anyone, though
few and far between, who
hasn't been to one of these
gan1es to go, there's only one
home game left, this Saturday
against Dayton.
Thanks Lena, thanks 1120, it
was a great.time.
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I.WE BUY &SELL

I

RIDGE llD.

·HUGE SELECTION OF IMPORTS
•ROCK •SOUL
•JAl.Z
•METAL •ALTERNATIVE •BLUES
•PUNK •OLD R&B
•OLDIES

fX1

BACCHUS (Behavioral Awarness Concerning the
Conscienceness of University Students) is a new club this
year. ThepurposeofBACCHUSisfopromoteresponsibility and alternative activities to drinking. Sophia Quallen,.
a counselor at the Health and Coimseling Cei1ter, is the
adviser of BACCHUS. The club made their debut last
semester as The Weekend MocktailCluband the work they
did for Alcohol Awareness Week; BACCHUS was in charge
of the mocktial mix-off with the faculty. A week before
finals, BACCHUS had their iirst big kick-off evei1t in The
Musketeer Inn serving mocktails at dinner for the residents. BACCHUS decided to work with the Alcohol ai1d
Drug Committee on this year's Drug Awareness Week.
beginning Mar. 4.
BACCHUS regi.ilarly meets every Thursday at 7:00 p.m.
in the Ohio Room located in The University Center. For
additional information about BACCHUS you cancontact
Arny Knue, at Ext. 2885 or SamirSherif at Ext. 3987.

•

HEAllLD AVE.

During our lifetime we constantly make choices, and
during Drug Awareness Week, the aim is once again to
explore choices. The theme for the week is Choices #2;
Choosing Healthy Options Includes Challenges, EXcitement and Success. The purpose of the week is.to combi11e
drug education with a fun time. The Drug Awareness
Committee hopes that students will gain knowledge and
. apply it to their lives. .
· .
· , :. ,' ·,
: Sponsors for the week are Safety and Security nnd
Residence Life., Event highlights of the \veek i11c}ude Dar\
Gilliam, a popular returningXU engagement"i.vhc>Wea\.'cs
music and life experiences, in the DownUnderon Mondci)',.
nt 12:00 p.m.; movies in the lounges of the residence halls,
and an on-going presentation oi drug samplcspresented
by Safety and Security and Cincinnati's Police's Drug Patrol.
·
During the week; BACCHUS \viii hav.e tables set in the
lobby in front of the cafeteria at which students can sign a
pledge card promising they won't drink and drive during
Spring Break. When students sign a pledge card~ the card
goes into the national pool for a chance to win a Chrystler
car of their choice. BACCHUS Internationa I and Chrystler
are the sponsors of the contest.
More information about the week's events and times
will be posted throughout Xavier's .campus.
.
·
· ·-submitted by· Mny Kune

~·DANAAVE.

NEW & USED COMPACT DISCS
"VOTED THE BEST RECORD STORE IN QNCINNATI "by ONCINATI MAGAZINE" 1987

MON. -SAT 11-9
SUN 12-6

ROCK T-SHIRTS & POSTERS

531~4500

6106 MONTGOMERY RD.
(AT RIDGE) CINTI .. OH

•:• ...........
.•........................
"Cabaret"
•
.

WHYD ...... ·

SUBSC:ll•IS ALWAYS
GET THE BIG<P.IC:TUIE
How could they miss it? With so m~ch news .;nd infonnation every day, we .give everyone
something to ialk about. When you subscribe 10 USA TODAY, you gel all lhe news you netiddelivered for less than 38 cents a day! Subscribe 10 USA TODAY now. You'll save up 10 $32.50
off the newss1and price and you 'II always gel lhe big pic1ure.

.

:
will be pr.es.,llted ~Y the
: Xavier University Play~rs at
•
·a:oop.111.,M-arch 13·.16 ·
and i:oo p•m. on March 17 .in
Xavier's' "niversity
Center Theatre.

:
:

•
•

..:•

•
•

Based on the book by Joe MasteroH, the
•
play centers on.the.diverse patrons of the· :
Kit Kat: Klub. It is here. t;hat Sally, an En-' . •
glish chanteuse,meetsCliHBradshaw, a · :
young American
writer. seekhig
insp.iration •
.
.
• for his second nove,I. Catherine Ku.hlman •
•.
will direct tlie production.
·
•
Tickets are $7 for gelleral admission,
:
:
S3 for students and children·
·•
•
and $2 for )[(J students.
:
:
• Watch lor a review in n~xiweeh 's issue. •

.

.

.

. . .

.

.

.

.....................................•

•
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Win tickets the
easy way with
The Newswire
to Universal
Picture's
"The Hard
Way."

On Saturday, March 2 ,at 8:00 p.m.,
gallery,

Liberal Arts
. International Business
Criminal Justice

Lolldoll,

El1llland

Mainstream classes with British
students; plus specially design~d
~ourses for American students.

All courses approved by UWPlatteville and validated on an
official UW-Platteville transcript.
$4,325 per semester for Wisconsin!
and Minnesota residents.
·
.$4,67:S per semester.for
non-residents.

Costs include:
. Tuition and fees
. Home-stay accommodations
· ·· .. ,,,·with meats·,··:·: .• .•
·· Fieldtrips ·

ing of "Killer of Sheep," a
noted

·

;•:

•
.

. .

Charles

Artists

special screen-

definitive film by
Burnett, Burnett's

most recent '-Xl'Ork , "To Sleep With Anger,"
has received both national and
international critical acclaim.

"College Students Just
Don't Get A Summer Job
Like This"
Campus Concepts publishes the most dynamic student
guide today. Each year hundreds of thousands of
college students use the Unofficial Student Guide.
Campus Concepts is looking for aggressive, motivated
individuals to join our team in Cincinnati as sales
associates this summer.

A Campus Concepts sales associate soon learns a new
range of self-confidence that lasts a lifetime. Plus the
summer compensation of $4000 to $5000 makes a
Campus Concepts summer just about the best
internship you can find.

for.

Campus Concepts will be at the University Center
. an information session on Tuesday, Mard:iSfrom 5:30
to 7:00 in the Ohio Rooni, Interviews will be the
followi~g day in the Regis Room. ·. .

·For further information contact:
Study Abroad Progr•m•
308 Warner Hall
University of Wisconsin-Platteville
1 ·University Plaza.
Platteville, WI 53818•3099

"My job provided irrcplaceabie'
work experience and was
financially rewarding as well."
Don.Johnson, Campus Concepts
· sales assodate.
. University of Kentucky

Stop by Career Planning & Placement and pick up one of our company
brochures.

••••

Can1pus Concepts

.

Sugar 'n' Spice

.. - - -·.
···"-·-··-·::~

...

.

Nationally known for its wispy thin pancakes,
fluffy three-egg omelettes, creative sandwiches,
homemade cheesecake,
and much, much more!

. ir.t\\,'(t.- • ·~4,,

.e;°'' ~ 'fnl,~ . ·. .,""'' ·.
spice ·,u11 lvl1l1b1l11
El Batab/OOwntowri:;~ .... $389•
Laguna/ACYoss Beach.; .. $459•
Solymar/Beach Eeon ..... $489*
·· Las Perlas/Blach, Med..: s509•
Conrad Hilton/Sui)er.... $549•
Cancun Playa/Daluitt... $579*

For more 111formJl1on cJll

1941.

...
· .·
·
·

.. •prices based on Otiad oec..
C>rg~~'Z! • D!~P ~ ~· ~ ~· •np.11 ..

Rlli)-JJ 1-6002

Restaurant ·

OPEN EVERY DAY 7 A.M. - 3 P.M.
Daily Luncheon Specials
lnduding Vegetables

- · - - - - - - - . . - .. 'IL..

::

filmmaker

the

Financial aid applies.
. .
Summer Program also available.

univ~rsity of
Wisconsin
Platteville
.. :.. ·:•.·.

(Cincinnati

Group Effort) '-Xl'ill present a

Watch for free passes
in next week's issue.

Stlldy:ill ..

C.A.G.E.

~t

· Minutes from Xavier University, Reasonable prices!

242·3521

1

HANDSOME CUTS .

TUESDAY! STUDENT DAY!
GET $5 OFF REGULAR HAIRSTYLYE WITH
A STUDENT I.D., ON TUESDAYS UNTIL THE
END OF MARCH!
HAIRCUTS REGULARLY $17!
HANDSOME CUTS
2701 A MADISON RD.
321-9899
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You are cordially invited to
. The Jewish Hospital's·
THIRD ANNUAL

.A 4

·~

TARGET

TOMORROW
• Tours • Free Parking •
• Free Baby Sitting •.
• Refreshments •
•·Interviews • · Prizes •

IA TljE·JE\t\11~1-f. H(.)SPITAL OF CINCINNATI

. ·. ·, ·. ·,.l~x~2~~1:~llrft,~1~~-!!riu~:~:i(;1ric1~ri~li.·.oll101.~s~29 ·· <.

·

: · •· ·

INC..
' . ··••· ,

·

TO RSVP & MORE INFORMATION CALL 513-569-2050 or 1-800-733-2024

THE DOWNUNDER-BASKETB.ALLCONNECTION!! !
WINNING HOOPS MEAN WINNING PRICES
•,

.·

. ,,

.. ·

·

'',

·····

·,

'

.

·.·

'

,'

'

Slice ~{Pizza (on~:topping) - .99·· .
Large Pizza (one:tpppi11g.}- 6.60. ·
N achbs
. . ..
. - .99
20oi Soft Drink .
· - .70
Hot Dogs
- 59.

Come DownUnder and
watch Xavier go to the
races in Dayton! You can.
win a team autographed .
basketball and get.great
basketball discount prices!

Sat., March 2Jro.m12:30p.m. -3:00 p.m.

.· .

.

FOR PIZZA DEI.JVER¥, CALL 745...0£530
T D'J".'le·C'··o··
. ···M··
:Lp
1 .• L:J,. \J. ·...
·. ...··: ·..

·u
'. :

• -··c

-,

sT/':I'E····.C,,'
· 0 ·
··.·.~:

...

